THE ULTIMATE SHOWER EXPERIENCE

Thank you for choosing Hudson Reed, you’ve made the right decision! Our dedication to making your shower experience special means you can rely on your Hudson Reed shower for.....

Safety
Your safety is important to us – which is why all our thermostatic shower valves have been manufactured to the highest standards to safeguard against accidental scalding.

Peace of mind
Our shower valves are tested to stringent quality standards, so we are confident of their ability to last – enabling us to offer an industry-leading warranty.

Co-ordination
Our ability to offer complete co-ordination for the bathroom gives you the opportunity to tailor your chosen look with matching faucets and showers, as well as complementary accessories and designer radiators.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT SHOWER

Twin Concealed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates one shower accessory: overhead or hand shower

Twin Concealed Valve with Diverter
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Diverts between two shower accessories: overhead, hand shower, body jets or tub filler.

Twin Exposed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates one shower accessory: rigid riser or hand shower

Triple Concealed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates two shower accessories separately or simultaneously: overhead, hand shower, body jets or tub filler.

Triple Concealed Valve with Diverter
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates two shower accessories separately or simultaneously and diverts to a third option: overhead, hand shower, body jets or tub filler.

Triple Exposed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates two shower accessories: rigid riser, hand shower or tub filler

Dual Concealed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates one shower accessory: overhead or hand shower

Dual Exposed Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates one shower accessory: rigid riser or hand shower

Bar Valve
Separate controls for temperature and flow. Operates one shower accessory: rigid riser or hand shower